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WRITTEN AT RANDOM
I. THE FASCINATION OF TILE OPUS NUMBER.
IT is not clear who first used Opus numbers, but (he inventor was a
real benefactor to musicians. It seems that the system of labelling
works by numbers came into practice towards the close of Mozart's
life and thenceforward it has been almost universally adopted. In
fact, I believe that there are a large class of composers who write pieces
solely for the pleasure of opusing them. In the case of composers
whose many works are frequently being played the system is
admirable, because we do want to know, if we see on a programme a
Trio in B flat of Beethoven, whether it is the early or late one, or
whether Chopin's Study in G flat is Op. 10 or Op. 25. There is a
further fascination for the amateur in noticing how Op. numbers affect
us. If at a chamber concert, for which there was no programme
printed, the leader came forward and Baid, " We will now play
Beethoven's Quartet, Op. 18, No. 8," we should put our minds into
easy chairs, so as to lap it all in at luxurious ease; but suppose he had
said, " We will play Beethoven's Quartet, Op. 127," we should assume
profound expressions and take a firm stance (musically) with both
feet. How different is the case of Schumann's Opus numbers, which
relax our attention the nearer they approach one hundred and fifty.
As far as the public is cdhcerned, when pieces are endowed with
names, such as " Evening Hymn " or " Salutation," the necessity of
using Opus numbers becomes less clear and suggests that the music
was made for the Op., not the Op. for the music. Think, for instance,
of the bulk of Giniitt's 6tuff, presumably written for children;
though why for children always baffles me. Surely music for children
should reach the high-water mark of concentrated beauty because,
whereas a grown-up person can play through a Gurlitt piece at sight
and then light his pipe, a child has to toil laboriously for weeks, and
ends by thinking that music is a poor thing when you get to know it.
In spite of the fact that no one cares which piece of Gurlitt is to be
played, every piece of his is Op.-ed, bnt, as far as the general public
is concerned, they could be all equally well skipped.
We can all understand the delight in opusing one's music. It must
be something akin to making a fine score at cricket. Every composer
heaves a sigh of relief when he Bees Op. 1 go up on the board; at
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least he has broken his duck and is iu the running with Beethoven and
Brahms. As he nears his 50 he grows nervous, but that paeeed he
sweeps on successfully until he reaches the nineties, when a distinct
twitching is visible; and then, what radiance at Op. 100! (Was it
chance that made Brahms' Op. 100 so cheerful?)
Again, for composers there is another fascination—playing Opus-
snap with one's predecessors. Elgar got a splendid snap with Beet-
hoven once—one can see the cards lying face upwards upon the table—
Ludwig Beethoven, violin concerto, Op. 61. Edward Elgir, violin
concerto, Op. 61. Perhaps Elgar was not playing quite fairly, as
Beethoven had played hiB card BO much sooner, but anyway it was a
good snap. Finally, the glory of one's work being known by its Opus
number! How I should love to hear at a party, " Oh, Miss X, do play
us something," and then, as Miss X approached the piano, to hear her
say : " Shall I play you the Op. I l l ? " by which she would mean my
last sonata. To achieve this distinction one would have to avoid the
famous Opus numbers—Op. 53, which is the Waldstein Sonata, the
Alto Rhapsody of Brahms and Chopin's A flat Polonaise, or Op. 47,
which is the "Kreutzer," Chopin's A flat Ballade and Elgar's Introduc-
tion.and Allegro for strings. It might be rather difficult to find a really
vacant Opus number and even then my masterpiece might never reach
that frequency of performance to make its Opus number familiar. I
think I know of one certain way to achieve this enviable distinction—I
shall write a Symphonic Poem with the title blazoned in gold and
red letters, Op. 1; and then, perhaps, people will be obliged to give me
the pleasure of hearing my work spoken of by its Opus number only.
II. INTONAL SERVITUDE.
There is no state of man more pitiable than slavery, and there is no
slavery more pitiless than that imposed upon a man by his own theory.
The history of art, like the history of mankind, is a repeated attempt
by a great man to educate his fellowmen from the slavery in which they
toil only to place them in bondage to a new theory as desolating as that
from which they have just been freed. The instance in music which
springs most readily to the mind is that of Wagner, who compelled
musicians to quit the slavery of the Italian opera convention, and so
BuccesBful was his campaign that he conquered every country, and then
imposed a yet more awful tyranny upon musicians in the system of
drama built upon his own method of using representative themes.
Now there appears Scriabin, who sought to destroy the convention,
as he saw it, of the structure of music in everyday use. Apparently,
after serving a short apprenticeship to his predecessors, he sentenced
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himself to tonal servitude for life. Thus, to escape from the chords
in use, he deliberately chose a series of notes and said " These be thy
common chords, 0 Scriabin," and then he forced his thought into
the mould he had made. Of course it may be argued that this is what
every other composer does, except (hat every other composer is not
original enough to invent his own mould. The truth is that whereas
Scriabin forces his thought into his own mould to the exclusion of all
others, the lest of the composers are, or should be, prepared to use
every form and shape that their music demands. On the face of it
Scriabin is the slave rather than tho muster of his thought, because
he subjected his art lo a system, and art like the spirit (which it is)
bloweth where it listeth. His method resembles that of a golfer who
invent* A club for extricating his ball from a gorse-bimh and thereafter
plays the game for the rest of his life with the same club. Everyone
would admit that the club was excellent for its purpose, but that as a
driver or putter it was liable to cause trouble. So also everyone admits
that Scriabin'8 chords arc admirable for certain effects, but that, when
an entire work is constructed upon one chord, the effect is wearisome
and the composer's purpose defeated. How refreshing it would have
been to have had the Allegro of the tenth sonata set off by a quiet
period in simple harmony; how much more arresting would have been
its first appearance if the ear had not been jaded by a surfeit of antici-
patory noises in the prologue. Contrast the workmanship of Scriabin
with that of Elgar and notice how the elemental theme in the second
symphony, obviously fabricated with as much ingenuity as any theme
of Scriabin, is set off by periods of simplicity, so that its terrifying
message strikes the listener like a passage from a drama of Aeschylus.
In fact, Elgar realises that theories are but landmarks to guide an
artist through the wilderness of immaturity into the land of perfect self-
expression. Consequently he is always master of his technique, while
Scriabin is a slave to his own. No doubt there is already another
infant Moses weeping among tho bulrushes, destined to lead mankind
from the bondage of complexity into the bondage of simplicity. Is it
possible that the Archaic is to be the hero of the new Exodus?
III. THE HUMANITY OF THE ABTIST.
Prophets and teachers of art, whether it be literature, music,
religion or painting, have always laid before their disciples the
miraculous 6ide of their hero's work. Teachers of Christianity insist
upon the divine and miraculous element in Christ's work, forgetting
that the miraculous side, except for creating astonishment, affords us
no help in our daily lives; if we could turn stonca into bread, and water
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into wine, the problem of labour would be solved; if we could vanish at
will, the difficulty of showing moral courage in the face of a hostile
crowd would be shelved. But as it is we shall always have to work for
our daily bread, and to secoud the nobility of our opinions with the
strength of our arms. And so it is with other arts. To descend to a
lower piano for a moment, the cricket enthusiasts love to tell their
promising pupils that BaDJitsinhji could glide or cut balls on the
middle stump, but they would be better advised to tell them that he
practised particular strokes for several hours a day.
In painting, we have all been told, while struggling with a dirty mis-
shapen curve, that Giotto could draw a perfect circle at one sweep; in
•literature, when we are in the throes of writing a verse upon some event
of local interest, our artistic friends will tell us to our comfort that
Coleridge wrote " Kubla Khan in a dream; in piano playing, when
we wobble through a lengthy shake with an uncertain touch, our
teachers tell us that Liszt could play shakes perfectly with his
fourth and fifth nngers; and while grappling with the meaning of the
" Agamemnon," the information about the prodigious classical know-
ledge of John Stuart Mill in his cradle simply makes us furious.
In every case, the same futile policy is taken and the neophyte
turns sadly away, for he had great ambition. The real duty of teachers
of art, musicians, priests, painters and poets, is to put before their
disciples the human side of their hero's life. Ignore the miracles of
Christ and dwell upon the preparation He undertook for His ministry—
ignore Liszt's phenomenal nngers and read passages from his letters
wherein he reveals the enormous amount of technical drill he under-
went—ignore the compass-like perfection of Giotto and enlarge upon
the insatiable passion for work throughout Michael Angelo's life—
ignore Coleridge's unconscious rhapsodising and ponder upon Milton
preparing himself by years of study for the writing of " Paradise
Lost " ; then the enthusiasm of the disciple will not be damped, but will
be rather increased, for he will say within himself " What man has
done a man may ever do.'' And though he will not raise the dead to
life, nor write a second " Kubla Khan," nor play a shake with
Lisztian brilliancy, yet he will perhaps become a better man, will write
a better ode, and will no doubt play Bach's immortal works with better
tone and with a more convincing revelation of their meaning.
IV. ALL HEAD AND NO HBABT.
The crime of being clever is very hard to live down. The clever
person is suspected of being insincere though it is probable that the
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suspicion is born of fear or envy. But it is natural for us to look
askance at a man who can utter the deepest thoughts of his nature in
elegant phrases and brilliant paradoies. We feel that Mr. Chesterton
is too clever in his 6eri6uB work to be taken seriously, though it may
be quite natural for him to express his convictions while juggling with
words, just as it may be natural for a conjuror to protest his whole-
hearted love to a credulous damsel while he practises substituting the
queen of diamonds for the queen of hearts. Perhaps, the profounder
his emotions, the defter his juggling; so that on hearing of the death
of his pet cat he might, spin a plate ou ench of his ten fingers, simply
through the frenzy of his grief.
This dictum—all head and no heart—spoken of Cherubini, ha6 also
been thought or said of Bach and BrahmB. It is incredible to think of
Bach's music being so condemned, knowing it as we do now. It is
equally incredible to read contemporary criticisms of Brahms' works,
e.g , Schelle says in the PresHC. aprojtts of the G major Sextet:
" Brahms may be called the virtuoso in the modern development of
the quartet style . . . but only that can reach the heart which
proceeds from the heart, and the sextet comes from the. head and the
hand." Of neither Bach nor Brahms is this true, and we turn to
Cherubini with something approaching sympathy. That he was
amazingly clever his work quite clearly shows, but the verdicts upon
his music are rather bewildering. Mendelssohn (I believe) first coined
this expression about him—all head and no heart; yet Beethoven, who
owed a great deal to Cherubini. thought, him the greatest, operatic com-
poser of his time, a verdict which would imply a certain amount of
heart. The writer in Grove's Dictionary does not seem to agree with
his own opinion, for lie speaks in onn place of Cherubim's epic calmness
and in other of his greatest quality " the power of exciting emotion."
Can emotion be excited by calmness, epic or lyric? If we examine one
of his scores, for instance the D minor Mass, we have not got far
before we are conscious of the strength of the music. The second
Kyrie is " head," but it is (lie cleverness of the juggler, now a prisoner
at the bar, pleading for mercy. In his passionate appeal he keeps
unconsciously juggling, now running an ink-pot up his arm or spinning
the Bible upon one finger. In other clever parts, such as the " Amen "
chorus, the juggler simply juggles with everything because he is
happy. There is a very different atmosphere about " Et in spiritum,"
a perfectly proportioned little movement- of exquisite grace and refine-
ment. And what can we say of the " Qnniiiam," with its piquant
rhythm and springlike exhilaration'.' Cheniliini's music is certainly
intellectual, but there is a great deal more in it than cleverness, and
perhaps some day the reproach that has hung nbout him will, like
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the summer's fog, pasR away, letting us feel the warmth of the sun
which was never really absent.
V. THE PLACE OP ART IN THK WUBKS OP THOMAS HARDY
The ignorance of art displayed by men of letters is notorious—either
they admit their lack of appreciation by their silence or else they
betray their lack of understanding by their words. In the first group
we can place Fielding, Scott, Dickens and George Eliot, who do not
reveal any personal interest in art, though occasionally they foist some
artistic pursuit upon some secondary character. George Eliot's
position is peculiur. She certainly makes a very eloquent appeal to
be allowed to join the choir invisible, but if any testimony to her
musical understanding had to be discovered in her writings, her
request would have to be refused, unless, of course, it was also a choir
inaudible. In the second group we can place the majority of novelists,
such as Jane Austen, who, though reputed to be musical, is rather
unhappy in her excursions into music. Why, for instance, should
Mary Bennett play a long and elaborate concerto at a drawing-room
party? Of course, it is not. impossible; still it is.an almost incredible
performance. To Jane Auaten, however, all artists must be grateful
for having coined, and placed on the lips of Lady Catherine
de Bourgh, the imperishable remark that if she had practised she
would have been a great, proficient.
In addition to these groups there is n. small class of novelists who
write with a specialist's knowledge of some particular subject. In this
class the most notable are probably Romain Rolland, George Moore,
and on a smaller scale E. F. Benson. Yet, although Rolland has a
vaBt knowledge of music, and because George Moore has an amazing
misunderstanding of music, neither has produced the perfect musical
novel, though Evelyn Innes is a finer study of a certain type of singer
than Jean Christophc is of a composer. The novel in which a com-
poser's life, both as a man and a creative artist, is intimately revealed,
has yet to be written; for although Rolland shows us the composer's
soul, he does not take ns into hia workshop and let us see the works
growing from the merest insignificant fragments into the final shape;
he rather writes the story of a musical man who occasionally produced
compositions which were apparently born and nurtured without
labour.
When we turn to the works of Thomas Hardy we find an entirely
different treatment of art which is in its widest sense a real part of
human life, not a by-product. Just as he understands life as a man
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so he understands art, and in this respect he differs from neatly all
other authors. If»we compare him with George Meredith we have a
feeling that Hardy loved life and found his meanR of expression in
literature, but that Meredith loved literature and used life as matter
for his expression.
Furthermore, Hardy's artistic RPIIBC JR not limited to one art, but
he moves with certainty among all arts, mingling freely their various
forms. Thus we find that his love of astronomy is in a certain sense
a love of architectural immensities: that he is equally capable of
regarding a fine tune in terms of a Gothic arch as he is of admiring a
fine building a9 a masterly symphonic stone-poem. His method as an
artist is Christ's method, that is, he takeR as his standpoint the common
knowledge of mankind such as any normal person without any par-
ticular technical knowledge can comprehend; then, having established
this position, he occasionally throws the brilliance of hiR own intellect
npon it. thereby revealing the myriad thoughts that lie behind. In
" Two on a Tower," for instance, he takes astronomy as his theme.
It may be that the astronomical knowledge displayed therein is very
elementary, but to an ordinary reader it sounds normal and unstrained ;
but who is there, astronomer or not. who is not struck by the following
passage from the same novel?—
(Swithin St. Cleve is talking.) " Until a person has thought out the
stnrs and their interspaces he has hardly learnt that there are things
much more terrible than monsters of shape, namely, monsters of
unknown shape. Such monsters are the voids and waste places of the
sky. Look, for instance, at those pieces of darkness in the Milky Way,"
he went on, pointing with his finger to where the galaxy stretched across
over their heads with the luminousness of a frosted web. " You see
thnt dark opening in it near the Swan ? There in still a more remarkable
one Routh of the Equator, called the coal-sack, as a sort of nickname
that has a farcical force from its very inadequacy. In these, our sight-
plunges quite beynnd.any twinklers we have yet visited. Those are
deep wells for the human mind to let itself down into, leavo alone the
human body I And to think of the side caverns and secondary abysses
to right and left as you pass on."
His love of architecture is manifest throughout his writings, and
though his special studies of architecture in " The Laodicean " and
'A Pair of Blue Eyes " may sound very sorry stuff to a practising
architect, yet he never stifles these books with knowledge, as George
Eliot stifles " Romola." His sense of architecture is not confined to
the moulding of windows and the restoration of churches; it is a feeling
for form and balance, and it is this which makes his novels so finely
proportioned and logical.
So with music. Although Thomas Hardy rarely descends to the
technical, yet he shows a clear understanding of an organ (and
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incidentally of an organ blower of the old school) in his novel " The
Hand of Ethelberta." He also showB an easy familiarity with the
string orchestra, the clarionet, bassoon and serpent, picked up doubtless
through actual contact with village bands used in churches and at
village festivities before the disastrous invasion of the harmonium
began. Contemporary music scarcely exists for him. He never
alludes to any music of an accredited composer, except that in his first
novel " Desperate Remedies " he makes Aeneas Marison play the
Pastoral Symphony, presumably Handel's, to Cytherea during the
thunderstorm; and in " The Laodicean " the thorough-paced villain,
Dare, whistles a tune from an opera by Offenbach, by which fact Hardy
shows the complete alienation of the young cosmopolite from the rest of
his beloved Wessex-folk.
It must be confessed that his ono effort at the delineation of a pro-
fessional musician is unconvincing, but it may be the result of our wide
separation from the music of the Victorian age. It is rather
a shock to find Julian, the young organist of Melchester, who is spoken
of on all sides as a man of exceptional ability, publishing a " March "
and a " Morning and Evening Service in E flat." We would have
been more inclined to agree about his unusual ability if he had written
a string quintet in G minor.
When, however, Hardy is in his beloved country and moving among
familiar scenes, then his musical sympathy is shown at its best, such
as in his description of the elemental music of Egdon Heath, and in
his reproduction with photographic, even gramophonic accuracy of the
village, music of a hundred years ago.
No revival of folk-singing and country dancing can reproduce for
us the healthy state of English music of those days so perfectly as the
delightful novel " Under the Greenwood Tree," a painting in the
Dutch school.
When a domestic festivity occurs in his novels we know that a miracle
is about to take place and that we are to be guests at the party; we
see every step the dancers take to the tunes " Nancy's Fancy," " The
Devil's Dream," or " Soldiers' Joy " ; we notice the old tranter's
anxiety to be able to sing his song " which pleased all so greatly in '4 ,"
and we hear him break at his own suggestion into "Come in from the
foggy, foggy dew," or, with a sudden shiver, we find ourselves plough-
ing through the frosted snow while old William admonishes the singers
about the difficulties of " Remember God's goodnesse." It will be
noticed that this music is never associated with the aristocracy of the
novels, who represent the invasion of self-conscious culture, but any
character who is born and bred of the soil, whatever that may be, is
shadowed by a leitmotiv of folk-tunes, whether it be Dick Dewey
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singing " The lads and the lasses a sheep-shearing go," or Donald
Farfrae sighing for his " ain countree."
The growth of the folk-music and its progress towards perfection
through the recurring improvements of succeeding generations is a
theory delightfully illustrated in " Under the Greenwood Tree," when
the leader of the little band suggests repeatedly, with all the
enthusiasm of a creative artist, that they should play Samuel Wakely's
tune " as improved by me." So, doubtless, the folk music grew
through the unrecorded ages and we can imagine the village musician,
flushed and nervous, singing or playing the tune learnt from his parents
and introducing a slightly altered rhythm or phrase which his own
enthusiasm assures him is an improvement.
This intimacy with art, which reveals the sensitive mind of the
author, we find definitely stated as his own philosophy in ' ' The Hand
of Ethelberta." He calls all artiste, be they poets, musicians, or
painters, "translators of Nature's oracles." He also says in the
same novel, " It is rarely that a man who can be entered and made 10
throb by the channel of his ears is not open to similar attack through
the channel of his eyes—for many doors will admit to one mansion—
allowance being made for the readier capacity of chosen organs."
Thin philosophy and the literature in which it is embedded is a
valuable legacy to us from the past century; and the apirit which lies
behind it should be a splendid counsellor to future creative artists who
seek with absolute sincerity to become not expositors of this or that
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